Online Trigonometry Bypass Exam

Trigonometry Bypass information:

- An Advanced Algebra and Functions (AAF) score of 276 or higher must be achieved in order to sit for the Trigonometry Bypass exam.
- The Trigonometry Bypass exam is strictly to bypass MAC1114.
- You will not receive any course credit.
- FSW must have your passing AAF test scores on file prior to registering for this exam.
- The exam score is valid for 1 year.
- There is no retest opportunity for the Trigonometry Bypass exam.
- To review for the test, you may use the MAC1114-Trigonometry textbook, Sullivan, Michael, and Michael Sullivan. Algebra & Trigonometry: Enhanced with Graphing Utilities. 7th ed., Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson/Prentice Hall, 2017. Chapters for this course are 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11.7.
- The online test is administered only at FSW campus Testing Centers.
- The exam, located in Canvas, is 90 minutes.
- The exam is 25 multiple choice questions. You must score at least 70% for passing.
- You may not use a calculator.
- No formula sheets are allowed.
- The Testing Center will supply scratch paper. Any work or writing on scratch paper will be collected/shredded by testing personnel upon completion of the exam.
- The test will be scored automatically in Canvas.
- Please allow 24 hours for your score to be processed.
- If there are no available seats in any section of MAC2311, it is your responsibility to watch the scheduling website for openings at this or another campus. Any delay in registering due to taking the bypass exam is your responsibility. Any professor teaching MAC2311 may agree to an override. If every section is filled, you may contact Andrew Buck in the Dean’s office for a list of the professors so that you can ask a professor to agree to an override, and allow you into their class.

How to register for the exam:

- Once qualifying AAF scores have been achieved, Testing Staff will email a request to Andrew Buck to set up the Trigonometry Bypass exam in Canvas.
- Student must watch the bucs email in order to accept the online Canvas course invitation.
- The Canvas course invitation must be accepted prior to registering for the exam. Once accepted, please make an appointment online at https://www.fsw.edu/testing/pertregistration

What to bring for the exam:

- A valid Photo ID (such as a student ID, a driver’s license).

FSW is not required to offer bypass test(s); bypass test(s) are only offered as a courtesy to our students.